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House Bill 2527 has undergone a significant transformation from the bill that was first

introduced and heard in the House Energy, Utilities & Telecommunications Committee.

KIC & KLER were strongly opposed to HB 2527 as filed and testified as such. Thanks

to a number of stakeholder discussions that added significant consumer protections and

eliminated troublesome provisions that limited the Kansas Corporation Commission’s

(KCC) authority to fully set rates, KIC & KLER are now neutral on HB 2527.

More specifically, we are neutral on sections 1 and 2 of the bill, implementing “plant in

service accounting” (PISA). Appropriate consumer protections were added to limit

depreciation expense recovery, including:

● Limiting recovery to 90% (instead of 100%)

● Liming recovery to distribution and IT investments

● Creating an annual rate increase cap of 1.5%

However, we remain unconvinced additional revenue generated from PISA will do

anything more than benefit Evergy shareholders. That said, we need Evergy to be

successful and need new and existing customers to be connected and served in a

timely manner. Evergy and its supporters believe PISA will help in that regard so we will

provide Evergy the benefit of the doubt on this issue.

KIC & KLER support sections 3 and 4 dealing with economic development rates and

construction work in progress.

We supported the bill in 2020 allowing Evergy to establish economic development rates

because we believe adding new, large electric customers is a key way to help address

high electric rates.
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HB 2527 as filed rightly deleted an existing provision that allows Evergy to “track” the

cost of discounts for recovery during a rate case. A key part of this compromise bill is

another subsection that prevents adding the cost of discounts to customer bills.

We do however have an amendment that would move up the effective date of that

subsection to July 1, 2024. The amendment, attached to this testimony, has been

agreed to by Evergy, the KCC, CURB and the Kansas Chamber.

The last section of the bill deals with construction work in progress (CWIP), a financing

method that, in this case, charges customers for a new natural gas generating station

while the plant is being built, versus the typical model of charging customers when an

asset is placed into service and into rates during a rate case. Paying for the plant

through CWIP is a more cost-effective (lower cost) way to pay for a large investment.

It’s also important to note a version of HB 2597 (requested by KIC & KLER), extending

the regulatory timeline for pre-determination filings, was added to the compromise,

providing another ratepayer benefit.

There’s also a non-statutory agreement between the stakeholders to have a KCC

proceeding before next session to evaluate providing a time-of-use rate option for

industrial consumers.

We thank Evergy, the KCC, CURB, Kansas Chamber, AARP and the Sierra Club for the

productive approach to dealing with initial concerns with HB 2527. KIC & KLER will

continue to work closely with stakeholders as HB 2527 moves through the process to

ensure the core tenets of the compromise remain in place.

Contact:

Paul Snider, on behalf of KLER & KIC | (913) 439-9723 | paul@sniderpa.com

The Kansas Industrial Consumers Group (KIC) is a coalition of large-volume energy users in Kansas.
The members collectively represent billions of dollars of investment in the State and employ thousands of
Kansans. Kansans for Lower Electric Rates (KLER) is an advocacy project of KIC with members of all
sizes. We believe high energy costs are negatively impacting residential consumers, schools, hospitals,
and large and small businesses.
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On and after 

Provided, however, that reductions in revenue resulting from discounts 
under this section tracked by the electric public utility for periods prior 
to July 1, 2024, shall be recoverable, in base rate proceedings initiated 
after that date, through the application of an equal percentage adjustment 
to the revenue requirement responsibility for all customer classes of the 
electric public utility, including the classes with customers that qualify 
for discounts under this section. 
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